
CANTINE MEZZACORONA

Founded in 1904, Mezzacorona S.c.a. is the parent company 
of the Mezzacorona Group, which consists of 1600 partner 
winegrowers. The company uses the most advanced 
technologies for wine production and works with the utmost 
attention to the environment and the territory.
In a similar manner, Mezzacorona aims at achieving the 
utmost quality and efficiency of its internal management 
and production processes.

It is with this mindset that Cantine Mezzacorona has 
chosen and implemented Avrios’ platform. Alessandro Gius, 
the fleet manager as well as the control and administration 
manager, confirms the high quality of Avrios’ service and his 
satisfaction regarding the platform implementation process. 

”Before Avrios, our fleet was managed using the traditional 
paper-based system and Excel. It was not a problem for us, 
as we were “used” to this type of management, until Avrios’ 
fleet consultants contacted us. Together we understood 
that the management of our fleet could really be optimised 
with a dedicated solution.”

Alessandro Gius
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THE CHALLENGE

Cantine Mezzacorona’s objective was to optimise the control of all aspects related to the fleet: 
data, information, communications and, of course, costs. This could be achieved by moving from a 
manual to a new and more automated fleet management system thanks to a dedicated tool.

Thanks to Avrios, Cantine Mezzacorona now has a complete overview of its fleet. Information that was 
previously fragmented and spread through different documents and folders is now complete and stored in one 
single place, which makes it easily analysable and retrievable. This allows Alessandro Gius to keep costs under 
control (e.g. fuel costs). Furthermore, he can now easily create cost analyses and reports that he can share 
with other departments in a few clicks optimising, in this way, the management of the fleet.

“The integration with the fuel supplier was an important turning point for us. Until a few months ago, we were 
still using paper fuel cards; a very rudimentary type of management. Then, with the introduction of the new 
Italian legislation on tax deduction of refuelling costs, we had to switch to electronic fuel cards. With Avrios’ 
integration with our fuel card provider we can upload the fuel card receipts and data is automatically imported 
and allocated to the correspondent cost centre. In this way, I can analyse the data in a quick and efficient 
manner, and this would not have been possible before.”

Secondly, Avrios has helped Cantine Mezzacorona to improve the communication between the fleet manager 
and the drivers who use the company’s cars, as well as with other people managing the fleet in other 
subsidiaries. Mezzacorona’s fleet is, in fact, divided among different subsidiaries located in two Italian regions: 
Trentino and Sicily.

Thanks to Avrios, Alessandro Gius can keep all the fleet-related information and activities under control, 
without having to constantly ask the contact persons in different locations.
Concretely, it now takes him only 5 minutes per week to obtain the historical data of the vehicles that he 
needs and to communicate with their drivers, making sure that the vehicles have been serviced. Before, it 
would take him one day.

A further advantage that makes it easier to manage a dislocated fleet like the one of Mezzacorona is the 
fact that different people can access the platform and visualise the fleet-related data at the same time from 
different locations. In this way, the overview on the whole fleet is never lost.

Looking at the future, Alessandro Gius knows which path to undertake in order to keep innovating the 
company’s processes.

“I would like to develop a network of people who are responsible for their vehicles in each subsidiary and 
could manage and control every operational and administrative aspect of their fleet. The idea is that I could 
then focus on centrally controlling fleet costs and administration without going too operational into managing 
deadlines and driver communication. My focus should in fact be on cost control and budget management. I’m 
sure that Avrios will support me in this, being the ideal platform to achieve my objectives.”
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